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Building work
starts in earnest for
International Barley
Hub and Advanced
Plant Growth Centre
Building work has now begun on the International
Barley Hub (IBH) and Advanced Plant Growth
Centre (APGC) at the James Hutton Institute. The
two plant science innovation centres are being
supported by £45 million from the UK Government
and £17 million from the Scottish Government as
part of the Tay Cities Region Deal. The deal is
a £700 million, 10-year regional investment
partnership between governments and public
and private organisations across Angus, Dundee,
northeast Fife and Perth & Kinross.
With completion expected in winter 2023, the centres will bring together industry and world-leading science to focus on solutions for the food and drink industry
regarding climate change and a green recovery from the disruption caused by COVID-19. The multi-million developments comprise state-of-the-art science, farm
and field facilities, and a new access road. They are being delivered by Oberlanders and Wellwood Leslie Architects and construction business McLaughlin &
Harvey under the Scape Major Works UK Framework.
To mark the commencement of the works formally, a breaking-ground ceremony was held at the James Hutton Institute campus in Invergowrie, led by both
Mairi Gougeon MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs and Islands and Iain Stewart MP, Under Secretary of State for Scotland, joined by project stakeholders and
supporters.
Rural Affairs Secretary Mairi Gougeon said: “I am delighted to be helping to mark this important first step towards realising our £17 million investment in new
facilities at the James Hutton Institute through the Tay Cities Region Deal. The Institute has ambitious plans for the future, combining its world leading research
with a real commitment to inclusive growth and sustainable food production for the future. We are committed to supporting research and innovation in
agriculture to help keep Scotland at the forefront globally of action on food security through projects like the International Barley Hub.”
UK Government Minister for Scotland Iain Stewart said: “These exciting projects will place Scotland at the forefront of agricultural innovation, ensuring our food
and drink production remains dynamic, sustainable and secure. The UK Government is contributing £45 million to these projects through the Tay Cities Deal,
which is bringing new jobs and investment to the region. We have committed more than £1.5 billion for regional deals across the whole of Scotland, helping
communities to build back better from the pandemic.”
Councillor John Alexander, chair of the Tay Cities Deal joint committee, said: “These two flagship projects embody the innovation and sustainability which lie
at the heart of the Deal. I’m delighted to see these world-leading research hubs starting to grow at the heart of the Tay Cities Region. I look forward to seeing
the centres contribute to solving the huge challenges of our time, including climate change, food security and a green recovery from the global pandemic while
supporting jobs in the region and beyond.”
Professor James Brosnan, Chair of the International Barley Hub, commented: “There is real excitement and optimism about formally marking the physical
beginning of the International Barley Hub. The IBH complements the existing spirit of collaboration in the barley supply chain and will provide the answers to our
shared climate challenges through applied scientific excellence. This is indeed a significant milestone to have reached, and we look forward to seeing this project
become a reality.”
Professor Derek Stewart, Director of the Advanced Plant Growth Centre, added: “Today’s milestone reflects the aim of the APGC to break new ground in many
areas related to our quality of life. This Centre will allow us to develop and translate science that will lead to new productions systems like vertical farming, more
accurately model climate change and its implications for plant and crop products such as food, pharma etc, and support food security through crop storage.”
The £35m International Barley Hub seeks to secure the long-term future of the barley sector by helping develop new varieties and growing systems that can cope
with future climate change, plus new uses for the crop. The project is underpinned by decades of research at the James Hutton Institute and partners, including
the University of Dundee, SRUC and Abertay University, the Rowett Institute and others. Businesses and sectoral interest groups such as the Scotch Whisky
Research Institute, Maltsters Association of GB, and the National Farmers Union Scotland form part of the project consortium’s demand side.
The £27m Advanced Plant Growth Centre aims to revolutionise crop production systems to produce food locally, 365 days a year, with less environmental impact.
Such systems can be completely independent of the weather or availability of agricultural land, for example, indoor vertical farms using LED lights that have full
environmental control and are located close to the population on unused derelict land. APGC will support a rapidly expanding industry with 25% annual growth
and an estimated worth of $12bn by 2026.
Combined, the two projects aim to create over 470 jobs in the Tayside region and a further 2,200 jobs across the wider Scottish and UK economy, demonstrating
the true national importance of the two initiatives.

2021: A Year of IBH Advances
Despite all the challenges of 2021, this year has marked a tipping point in turning the concept of research
collaboration under the International Barley Hub umbrella into a reality which will alter the future of
barley science. Given the restrictions on physical meetings which have been present throughout most of
2021 one of my definite highlights of the year was attending the Groundbreaking Ceremony in August to
mark the beginning of the construction of the IBH/APGC building. Seeing many of the key individuals who
had supported the IBH plan through the Tay City Deal process in person, albeit outdoors, was much more
meaningful than a Zoom call! It was also good to hear the belief in the IBH and APGC projects being so
firmly stated by UK and Scottish government’s representatives who jointly wielded the matching spades as
the main sponsors of the City Deal process!
Although the investment in bespoke infrastructure has been a vital component of creating IBH, I have said
many times that IBH was never just about putting a plaque on a building. Whilst top grade facilities are
essential to create the best scientific working environment possible, it is people who generate the advances
in science and establish partnerships. In 2021 there was a focus on the people who will metaphorically
build IBH with the appointment of Robbie Waugh to the critical role as first Scientific Director of IBH where
he can draw on his proven track record of research excellence and international collaboration. Creating
barley experts for the future was given a tremendous boost by the successful application for a BBSRC
funded Collaborative Training Partnership this year. Named BARIToNE (BARley Industrial Training NEtwork)
this CTP will provide 30 new PhD positions to ensure future barley sustainability through research into
climate resilience, lower GHG inputs and improving soil health. Each project will have one of 18 barley
supply chain partners providing industrial experience and mentoring alongside the high quality academic
training. BARIToNE has the Scotch Whisky Research Institute as the lead partner but it is important to
emphasise that the whole supply chain from plant breeding onwards is represented. The academic leads
are the Universities of Dundee and Nottingham and the James Hutton Institute, with other IBH supporting
institutions being involved too. At the time of writing the advert for the first cohort of PhD projects is
about to be published containing an array of varied projects crafted jointly by industry and academia.
BARIToNE is a great example of how very different organisations and interests can come together to work
for a common purpose – in this case a next generation of barley experts – the key concept behind IBH.
All being well within the lifetimes of their projects all the BARIToNE students will have the opportunity to
research and train with experienced scientists in the new IBH/APGC building thus bringing the bricks and
mortar to life with its intended purpose. When reflecting on 2021 for a few minutes it is good to see that
for IBH at least there was something else other than covid to talk about! I wish all IBH stakeholders a really
good Christmas. IBH Director, Robbie Waugh has provided the following update:
“BARIToNE responds to a range of strategic drivers at the regional, national and international levels,
addressing the pressing need to safeguard a sustainable supply of high-quality malting barley for the UK’s
premium food and drink end-use sector. It will tackle key issues in agriculture including our changing
climate, environment and soils by erecting relevant and focused research programs together with
embedded personal academic/commercial training. BARIToNE is predicated on the need to match supply/
demand in the premium barley market, increase ‘local’ crop production, minimise transport and associated
environmental impacts while supporting rural communities.’ IBH has also been successful with the £1M
BOLD project over the next 10 years, SaraMckim/Luke Ramsay/Joanne Russells £750K BBSRC response
mode grant.”
James Brosnan
Chairman of IBH and Director of the Scotch Whisky Research Institute

Update from Director of APGC
As the years comes to a close, we can reflect on one of success for the Advanced Plant Growth Centre
(APGC). Despite the ever-pervading presence of COVID, APGC science and its translation of industry
continues apace.
To date the APCG currently hosts multiple UK Research and Innovation (UKRI), particularly Innovate UK,
industry collaborative projects. These are chime with the ethos of the Tay Cities regional development
deal in that they aim to “deliver improved outcomes for the region’s people, places, businesses, and
communities”. The projects centre on controlled environment agriculture (CEA) and involve working with
leading partners in this sector such as Intelligent Growth Solutions, Liberty Produce and Vertical Future.
As part of these projects the science spans technology modulation (nanobubbles and light recipes),
diverse crops (brassicas, herbs, strawberries, ornamentals etc), heritage crops, and nutritional and sensory
enhancement.
The reach of the APCG goes beyond food with a new medicinal crops project launched in collaboration
with GW Pharma and similar crop engagements with other companies, such as Jersey Hemp and
HillTop Leaf, progressing through to more formal project arrangements. In fact, engagement has been
a key feature throughout the year with diverse stakeholders in meetings such as Asia-Pacific Agri-Food
Innovation Summit (November), Women in Property (November), and the doctoral train partnership
EastBio. Importantly, APGC was represented by Prof Stewart at COP 26, where, as part of the UK Research
and Innovation presentation, he outlined the science behind controlled environment agriculture and
the way forward for the production of sustainable food, pharma and chemicals (https://twitter.com/
UKRI_News/status/1458056952651649029). Furthermore, the role of the APGC in helping reduce food
waste though improved and sustainable production was discussed at the COP26 event, Scotland’s Climate
Ambition Zone - Is cheap food costing the earth?, hosted by ZWS.
Going forward the APGC is encouraged by, and engaged with, the Hutton recruitment search for new
talent in key science areas such as image analysis, phyto/biochemistry, genomics, genetics, pathology and
physiology.

James Brosnan

Robbie Waugh

Barley scientists of the future get £9m boost
The next generation of barley researchers have received a multi-million investment through the Barley
Industrial Training Network (BARIToNE) programme, a Collaborative Training Partnership (CTP) led by
the Scotch Whisky Research Institute, the International Barley Hub at the James Hutton Institute and the
University of Dundee, with support from the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council and
industry partners.
The programme will see a cohort of 30 post graduate researchers supported with a total estimated
value of £9m. The four-year studentships will be delivered over the period 2022-28 with £3M of funding
from BBSRC, £600K in cash from industry and more than £5M in-kind co-investment from academic and
commercial partners covering the entire length of the barley value chain.
Professor James Brosnan, BARIToNE leader and chair of the International Barley Hub, said: “The barley
supply chain has come together under the umbrella of the International Barley Hub to work in partnership
to achieve government and industry targets to reach net-zero carbon emissions and to underpin the
future climate resilience of barley as a major global crop. The BARIToNE CTP will create a new generation
of scientifically diverse barley experts to become sustainability leaders in industry and academia over the
coming decades.
“Under the CTP scheme they will have the opportunity to develop high level technical and translational
skills and forge a strong professional network to be the foundation for their future careers. The 18
industry partners in BARIToNE all believe that this CTP will be a major lever to deliver barley sustainability
through training talented people.”
Professor Robbie Waugh, Director of the International Barley Hub, added: “A sustainable barley supply
supports both UK agriculture and the significant economic benefit that arises when it is processed into
whisky, beer and food.

The Maltsters’
Association of Great
Britain AGM and
change of Chairman
Article can be found here: https://www.aafarmer.
co.uk/markets/business/chairman-of-themaltsters-association-congratulates-the-maltingsector-on-its-resilience-in-the-face-of-manychallenges.html

Major milestones
reached
The RIBA Stage 3 (Developed Design and Cost Plan)
for the proposed IBH/APCG building was formally
approved by the Project Board to proceed to Stage
4, Technical Design.

“Investing in barley science by bringing new researchers together within the BARIToNE CTP will not only
yield a positive impact on the UK barley supply but as barley is also a major global crop and source of
translational science to other crop species, the PhD projects are likely to have a far wider impact.”
Dr Julian South, Executive Director of the Maltsters Association of Great Britain, commented: “The
BARIToNE programme will greatly enhance the opportunities for the future generation of scientists and
engineers to join the malting industry. The coordinated programme of research is a real boost for the UK
drinks sector and its supply chain.”
The BARIToNE studentships are part of a contingent of 225 studentships, in partnership with academia
and industry, spanning 29 businesses and 12 academic research organisations. The CTP scheme run by
BBSRC will address skills gaps in UK bioscience industry through doctoral training led by businesses.
The collaborative partnerships will work across the council’s strategic priorities areas such as Net Zero+,
Tackling Infections, Transformative Technologies and more.
BBSRC executive chair, Professor Melanie Welham said: “With the awards we have announced today
BBSRC underlines its commitment to work with industry to support the next generation of bioscience
researchers. Projects will span areas vital to our strategic priorities, such as meeting our net-zero goals.”
Above is a photo of the steelwork for the Barley
Field Station and the Integrated Field Facility (IFF).

IBH and APGC (Dundee Scotland) Tenure Track
Positions
The James Hutton Institute (JHI) is currently in an exciting expansion phase that will support a recent
infrastructure investment of £62 million to establish two linked world-leading facilities, The International
Barley Hub (IBH - http://www.barleyhub.org/) and the Advanced Plant Growth Centre (APGC - https://
www.apgc.org.uk/). Now, to support the IBH, we are seeking to recruit several highly motivated, early
career stage researchers who are ready to develop leadership roles in the general sphere of contemporary
barley research onto tenure track positions. We therefore invite discussions with ambitious researchers
who are keen to explore these opportunities further. Further information can be obtained directly from
Prof Robbie Waugh, Scientific Director of the IBH by e-mail to robbie.waugh@hutton.ac.uk and Prof Derek
Stewart, Director of the APGC by e-mail to derek.stewart@hutton.ac.uk.
The full advert and ‘next steps’ for interested individuals can be found here: https://hutton.currentvacancies.com/Jobs/Advert/2453263?cid=2065&t=Tenure-Track-Positions

Decanting Works are progressing in advance of
demolitions and construction works for the new
IBH/APCG building will commence June 2022, with
completion expected winter 2023.
Below is a computer generated image of approved
design of the IBH/APCG building.

